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Windy and mild, chance of
locally severe storms west
tonight. Lowest in the 50's,
except in the 40's extreme
west portion. Saturday mostly cloudy and windy, cooler.
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Carnival Worker
Dies For Murder

-•I -HOLBROOK,
Az-Is.
flr -- Carl
J. Folk, burly 60 year old ex carnival worker, was sentenced
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Blood Drive
Successful
At College

PRESIDENT'S RANCH HEADQUARTERS IN CALIFORNIA

Six Communists
I Are Convicted

39e

'NATION MILE
CitAatfti:

9 cans 25c

IN •

Communists
Jubilant Over
Korea Talks

Germany Charges
Reds Torpedoing
Unification

Weather Mixed
Over The Nation......

4c
19c
25c

s - Garden Seed S

25c

68c
39c
•

lere's the
'YEW

Barkley Jones
Addresses
Rotarians

Whether You Should File Income Tax Return
Or Not Can Be Determiqed By Simple Rule

WESSON OIL

Arrest Of
Indian Troops
Is Demanded

Wax Figure Of
Churchill Smashed

Income Tax Man
To Visit Here

e,

Thomas Overcast
With Sixth Fleet

Rocket Hits School
None Are Injured

i‘k

39c
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Vol. LXXV No. 43

Soldier Fails To
Show Up After
Family Notified

2 cans

quart
pint

MURRAY POPULATION 8,000

DETROIT, Feb. 19, en-Federal
Judge Frank A. Picard sentenced
six convicted Communists to terms
ranging between four end eve
years and maximum fines of $10,CC
000 each today after olering
Derior Court Judge Don T.
The Bloodmobile yesterday rehelp them move to Russia "if any
,
c,..4%., used just 350 words to int- ceived 119 pints of
By UNITED PRESS
Is off to Joe Overbey. at..
of you would care to go."
blood from the
7
The Big Four foreign ministers'
•tence and brand Folk's students of Murray State College.
r. and Mrs. Rue. Joe slipped
None of the defendants-five
4, ; "sin which surpasses The blood drive at the college
other day and hurt his wrist to
men.and one woman-took up the decision to invite Red China to a
round-table discussion on Korea
"41 of the imagination in was sponsored by the Student
the extent that it had to be put
judge's offer immediately.
'6iousness."
Organization with Tom Sublette
in a cast. It didn't slow tam down its
The six were found guilty under was hailed in most capitals of the
As ,The sentence was read. Folk president.
world.
however as he went right on with
the Smith act by a juro of five
shouted:
The drive was held in the Carr
is paper route.
men and seven women on TuesAs expected. It was bitterly de"I am not guilty-I did not com- Health Building. One campus orday of conspiring to teach and ad- nounced by Nationalist China and
mit murder or torture. I didn't ganization. Tau Sigma Tau vies
vocate the violent overthrow of South Korea
A bey that 'earns a sense of re- do anything but tie them up. I am almost 100 per cent in their lonathe government.
European Communists were jution of blood. Twenty one of the
sponsibility early in life is to be not guilty."
"That's akin to treason," Judge
Folk was convicted last Satur- twenty five members donated a
envied.
bilant
but the non-Communist press
Picard said.
day of torturing, assaulting and pint of blood.
saw only a glimmer of hope for
Sentenced
were
Saul
Wellman,
then strangling Mrs. Betty Faye
Waylon Rayburn is the Calloway
acting state .chairman, 4years 8 ending world tensions.
W them get itilearly and Allen of Wattsburgh, Pa., near County Chapter chairman and Mrs.
months;
William
Allan. Daily
In a speech to the Nationalist
e of them late, and only a few. Erie. The saeying occurred Oec. 2 Joe Pace is the executive secreWorker correspondent and vice China Assembly on Formosa, Gennk goodness, never.
in the Allen's trailer home 'which tary.
chairman. 4 years, 6 months; Nat eralissimo Chiang Kai- Shek said
was parked along busy Route 66
The blood drive co-chairmen,
Ganley, former editor of the Mich- world peace could not be attained
near here.
Mrs. W. J. Gibson and Karl Warmquit about to open. If the norigan edition of the Worker, 5 until Red China is crushed.
Before reading the 'sentence, ing thanked the college today for
al occurs, one of the kids will Judge Udall turned down a de- their cooperation,
years; Philip Schatz, four years 4
and also thank-To control China is to dominate
ep on it just about tha time it fense motion for a new trial and ed the students of
months; Thomas De Witt Dennis
the institution
s.
Jr., 4 years 6 months; and Mrs. Asia," Chiang said. 'To dominate
chided New Mexico authorities for for giving their blood.
Helen Winter, wife of Carl Winter Asia is to conquer the world."
allowing Folk to go free after beChiang said 'his own attempt; to
ing confined to a mental instituone of the top 11 Communists connegotiate peace with the Red Chie have built small fences around tion for raping a 15 year old
victed in New York in 1949 as
girl
nese had convinced him that the
erything else, which is pretty in 1949.
the first Smith Act defendants,
undertaking is futile."
od protection from everything
four years.
--Foreign Minister George Yell
xcept a falling bicycle and 'a
ABOVE: Linemen string addiAllan, the only foreign-horn de-,
pod in an interview that the Genetional telephone wires on the
seball.
fendant, also faces deportation to
va conferees have no right to disranch oe Paul H. Helms (inset),
BONN. -ree;rmany RP - The Wed'
his native Scotland.
cuss anything but the situation in
sports enthusiast and head of
German government today issued
Phlitare plays a toothy trick On
Korea unless the Nationalists are
the Helms Athletic foundation,
an official communique charging
seven year olds. There are big
represented.
near Palm Springs, Calif., for
Russia with deliberately torpedopermanent
"Communist China is an aggresones.
the stay of President Eisenpartly
pome
CRYSTAL CAVE Ilpi - A mem- ing German reunification and free
hower, The President and Ma
rough, and some on the Way out. ber of a lost exploring party elections at the Berlin foreign
sor," Yeh said. "The four-power
staff will have • temporary
Geneva conference has no bindThey still sport some firm small deep in this uncharted cavern to- ministers' conference
headquarters at the Helms
ing force on Nationalist China..
ones nob. A wide grin displOys the day described the potential of a
The communique was the first
ranch while .k.he President Is
-------They are not eligible to discuse
whole new cave system found yes- official reaction of the
whole uneven shebang.
government
being hosted by Paul G. HoffCAMDEN. N. J. eis - Hope anything other than the Korean
terday as "enormous."
of Chancellor Konrad Adenauer to
turned to despair Thursday for the problem"'
man. Studebaker president and
"The more cave we found, the the conference
which
ended
Thursfamily of a soldier reported killed
head of the Ford foundation.
Markley Jones made a top notch more leads eie got and the more
An official South Korean governday.
in Korea last year as his home- ment spokesman in Seoul critiAt right Is the Helms ranch
talk yesterday at the Rotary Club. endless the cavern became," said
11 said, "the Soviet Union has
coming appeared to be a cruel cized the Berlin decision as unhouse, the temporary White
Roger Brucker, Yellow Springs, prevented the
restoration of freehoax.
House. Background. San Jaworkable and e break of faith with
Ohio.
dom
in
its
zone
of
occupatioa
and
a
he had to be just about everYcinto mountains (Intcrnatiosull
Walter Tartar, 64, father of Pvt. his country.
W
Dyer. Columbus. Ohio, thus prevented the reunification
of
'nig' in his daily doises
a leader of the new exploration-,
Richard Tarter, received the teleThe spokesman. Dr. Hongkee
es- Germany in peace and feeedorn."
hool teacher.
-gram Saturday it read: "Hello Karl, issued a statement which
timated that at least a month
The communique was released
Pop. Will be home Thursday." It called the proposed conference
would be required to explore the after a special session
of the eabi- PARTIES WILL BACK
was signed "Dick." The message "fundamentally incompatible with"
new cave system thoroughly.
DEPRESSION
IF
IRE
net
HITS
on
the
outcome
of
the Berlin
I* we had the space to print
was sent from a New York bus the Korean armistice agreement."
Taps Keitn _lies about 3 1 ,2 miles meetings.
NATION
THEY
DECLARE
he said, because it was somestation.
"We believe no ultimate agreeinfra'C''Ffift111- Clive enarenee.
Xdenauer informed his minister0 r
mg that could be applied to
The father hail received word ment.'would be rasehed at any
It is built around two huge can- during the cabinet
By
JOHN
FINNEY
W.
session of his
oat school teachers.
from
the
War Department
yons, one 100 feet deep and about meeting Thursday night
11 such •a conference.- he sail. "or
with U.S. United Press Staff Correspondent
months ago that his son died of any other conference with the
30 feet wide
Secretary of State John Foster
By UNITED PRESS
war
wounds.
He also received let- Communists."
WASHINGTON ilP - Both ReA wall of one large room was Dulles. The two conferred at
ho"1 teachers fill a great role
near
ters frogn the soldier's commandKarl made these other criticisms
publican and Democratic congressFairly heavy rains, snow flurn the American way of life, and a lined with fossil shells and coral by Wahn Airfield.
ing
officer
and chaplain.
of the Big Four agreement:
The communique accused Russia men stood' ready today to back ries and 50 miles per hour winds
teacher who really tries to fill deposits pressed there millions of
A
military funeral was held for
1 'The Big Four acted in secret
of desiring to retain, control over President Eisenhower to the hilt prevailed in some western sections
he role, is a pita: of the com- years ago.
..a
young Tartar last July. but the and they accepted Russia in a
if he ever feels emergency measMembers of the National Spe- Germaliy.
Barkley Jones spoke before the. casket was not
munity and a citizen who ia never
of the country today.
opened after its ar- non-belligerent status after repeatleogical Society, conducting a week
"The West German government urea are needed to prevent a deMurray
forgotten.
Rotary Club
yeseterday. rival from Korea.
ed assurances by the United States
long expedition charting the CaVell will determinedly prosecute its pression
The area along the coast of Ore- and gave a humorous yet moving
Despite the evidence of his son's that this would not happen.and digging up scientific data, aim of German reunification
Mr. Eisenhower told his news gon and Washington received two- portrayal of the role that a school
in
death, the telegram kindled the
2. -We can never accept any
Frank White, son of Mr and Mrs considered the find the most im- peace and freedom." the statement conference Wednesday that if em- thirds of an inch of rain. Snow teacher plays in modern society.
father's hope that his son might settlement that provides for 'less
ployment does not pick up next was
Porter White sporting a black eye portant discovery of its expeditiod said.
general over the
eastern
Jones. formerly of Lynn Grove be alive. Tartar
took the day off than the unification of Korea under
thus far.
He connected with a golf club.
"The plans and suggestions of month he will consider taking a Rockies and rain showers were High School, ond a former state from his job
at the Mathis Ship- democratic auspices and for the
A second base camp was estab- the Soviet government showed the number of corrective steps. includ- reported in Texas and the Gulf representetive,
now teaches in A yards because it was "my
tele- expulsion of the Chinese Commulished after several other discav- intention of
endangering all Europe ing possible tax concessions to 'states_
W D. Sheensaker is gettiap ready
Mayfield school.
gram day
nists.to open at his new place on East cries also were made. The camp and making the Soviet Union the boost consumer purchasing power.
He listed the "professions" which
He passed the day talking to reA storm over the southern Mains
Ellis 0. Briggs. US. ambassador
was set up near the top of an BC- only ,ruling power on the
The Democrats applauded the
he had to follow as a school teach- porters
Maple Street.
contiand photographers
and to South Korea said U.S. policy
foot waterfall. Other members of nent"
President for "belatedly" recog- states and the southeastern Rocky er, which included doctor. lawyer,
showing them the personal effects has been fully sustained in the proMountain region stirred up heriay
the party later joined the supThe corrununique expressed the nizing that the ration is faced with
administrator, judge, electrician, of his eon he
Henry Warren bought the seed
received fro.n the posal announced Thursday by the
winds in those areas.
port group.
a
recession.
Republicans
But
inof
thanks
the
carpenter,
German
West
govand inter:or decorator. Army.
.part of his business. Henry will do
four powers in Berlin.
The elaborate new cave system ernment to the foreign ministers sisted that the outlook is good.
"I have to be able to handle
It was warmer over the Plains
1`. all right too.
The' soldier's sisters and brothIn Singapore diplomats approvei
was uncovered by Brucker, Luther of the United States, Britain
and
Members of both parties were states and cooler in the Rockier almost any situation that comes ers remained in their own homes
--the agreement but one observer
Miller, Oblong, Ill ; U. E. Luta, France "to whom the reunificaunited, however, in agreeing that I compared with Thursday's read- up". Jones told the Rotarians, in the Camden area on the chance
Ray Monday completed a job at Philadelphia: Dr. Halyard
warned that one further step by
Wenga his welding place the other day, er and his son. William. of Shep- tion of Germany in peace and anything that needs to be done ings. The rest of the natio* con- -thus I can almost qualify in any that "Richard" might telephone the United States "to hug Red
freedom is the highest goal of to keep the nation's economy tinued to enjoy clear skies end of a• dozen different professions." them.
/ that may not have been his big- herdstown. W Va
China" would drive South Korean
their efforts,Jones recounted some of the
healthy will get their support.
brisk anutherly owinds
One sister. Mrs. Amelia Rica.;, President Syngman Rhee and Chigest job, but it was probably the
experiences
he
had
has
as
a
The
party
said
was
she
looking
stayed
for a new
up until 3 1 m. ang into the last desperate gamb' longest.
school teacher, and said that much Thursday, went to bed and
passage linking two newly-discovgot up le of "sink or swim."
work
of
the
and
heartaches
were
ered
areas
again
when
at
it came across
7 a.T11. to renew the vigil
It was a smokestack 52 feet long
forgotten,
the
when
love
and
trust
the
new
cave system. It lost its
aud 24 inches irreileameter.
"I talked with a buddy of hi3
and devotion of his students was
way in the darkness.
who was standing only six feet
made evident.
To eel it out of 'the building. Ray
Miller and Brucker said rooms
Visiting Rotarians at the meet- away from him when they were
had to hook the front end of. the and
honey
combed
openings
ing were Jimmy Huffman, Jack hit.- she said. Both were wounditack on a jeep and the hock rest- branohed out in every direction in
Weaver, Claude C. Toler. and Bill ed. 'out the soldier told nso he
ed on a dolly
the new system They came upon
"didn't think Richard was hurt
By RICHARD E. MOONEY
ployer deducted. If you didn't earn come It has ne (feet on the re- Lasetennf Paris, Tennessee.
•
one canyon 100 Leet long.
W. fr Graham was a guest of enough to die."
United Preis Staff Correspondent more than $600. you entitled to get turn you must submit this
year.
They palled it out in the street
Other members of the party still
Frank Holcomb .and Harry Sledd
WASHINGTON Ilet -- There is back gll of these taxes.
"We'll never really know now."
It is generally advantageous for
where it was placed on a large were searching for an underground a simple
rule for'determinieg
GIs in Korea owe no tax on the hueband and wife to file a joint was a guest of Vernon Stubble- she said. "I'll always have the
truck.
trailer
river
300
feet
below
earth's
the
field, Sr.
4
whether you have to file art in- military pay they earn there, but return -which allows
feeling that he might be an amthem to split
surface, but tracing it was almost come tax return:
Vifse-D. Shoemaker reported to
they must file a return, anit pay the-family income 50-50 and pay
nesia case and his memory reBy WARREN FRANXLIN
Die stack was going to some laun- impossible.
the club that the heart fund drive
"If you earned $600 or more last tax on other taxable income, within taxes
turned long enough for him to semi United Press Staff Correspondent
on each ;all' at lower rates
dry in Fulton
was well in progress. A joint
year, you are required by law to six months of coming home. Servthat telegram. If it's euenatiodias
than would apply if the husband
INCHON, Korea IP - An Inmeeting on March 23 with the
file a return by midnight March 13. icemen in Europe and other nonidea of a joke or revenge-it.; the dian advance party boarded the
alone reported the entire stun.
Noe if you didn't know you could
Murray Lions Club and the Young
It doesn't matter whether you combat areas, and all citizens livlowest thing they could do.'
Employers last yearielthhld imp
transport Jalogapal without inciget a smokestack built right here
Business Men's Club was also anare a citizen or an alien resident. ing or traveling abroad on March
dent today, but in nearby Seoul
to 20 per cent of your wages for nounced.
in Murray, now you know.
The Army, Veterans AdministraIt doesn't matter whether you 15 get a three-month postponement taxes. Because 'there
former war prisoners angrily deare different
Matt Sparkman presided at the tion. FBI and police investigated
owe the government or the govern- of the deadline, but must pay inmanded the arrest of the "Indian
tax rates for different income
yesterday
the origin of the telegram and
LONDON en - A well dressed ment owes you..
terest from March 15 on the tax levels, you may not owe as much meeting
intruders."
found it was dictated from a New
It doesn't matter if your employ- due.
young Londoner stalked into Maas was withheld, and you' may ,1WC
The fifst group of 213 Indian
terminal
bus
York
telephone soldiers was
dame Tourisauds farned waxworks er has been making weekly tax
If
you
miss
your
deadliee diore
sent here to load bagThe
booth.
sender
deductions
deposited
from
75
your
paycheck. or through oversight. ismnranee or
museum here Thursday, drew a
aboard the troopship. The
age
sure to sign your return
Be
if
slots
you
in
to
cents
the
have
,
coin
pay
sent quarterly pay- any other reason considered "trivfor main body of 1,000 troops is schedDistrict Director of Internal Rev- hammer from an expehsive briefhusband and wife must both sign
It'
enue, Wm. M. Gray, announces case and smashed the wax figures ments to *he government on your ial" by the government, there's
uled to leave the truce zone early
oiiaint return: give your Social
a
own.
also penalty money to pay.
that an Agent from his office will of Prime Minister Winston ChurcSaturday on the way here.
MEDITERRANEAN
FHTNCiSecurity
number:
to
attach
your
All that matters is whether you
You may find when you make
visit Murray. March 8 through 16 hill and three cabinet ministers.
Gen Won Yong Duk, provost
Five unit; of the Atlant'c Fleet
had an "adjusted gross income" out your return that the govern- return the form W-2 on which your
and Mayfield, March 3 through 5.
marshal of the South Korean army
employer reports your pay and the Amphibious Force, are with the
Police identified the man as of $600 or more for the entire year
ment owes you money. But there
for the purpose of assisting tax- Ernest
and leading opponent Of the free
amount of tax which has been US Sixth Fleet.
William Bridge! a 3/ year of 1953 Adjusted gross inaome
will be no refund forthcoming, unpayers in filing their final 1953 old draftsman
departure of the Indians. laid
Aboard the attack cargo ship
withheld: mark in the proper
He meekly submit- means total income, minus busiless you let the government knoiv
returns and their estimated re- ted to arrest after
Thursday he is "not interested" in
square if you are 65 or older, or LISS Libra is Thomas H. Overcast,
toppling the ness expenses incurred in earning it is due,
and naturally the sooner
CHICAGO
turns for the year 1954 These re- realistic wax statues
-A
runaway the baggage party He hinted, how
metalsmith third class. USN, of
blind, otherwise an extra so:env
and was held that income. The average wage- you file, the sooner
the
refund.
rocket
from a parked Jet Plane ever. that ex-POW's may oppose
turns should be Med by March 15. on a charge of malicious darnel'.
earner or salaried employe rarely Three-fifths of the returns filed tion credit will not be allowed: Malt So 4th St., Murray
11154
,
be sure to claim all aualitiesi
Transport Division. 21. under the ricocheted into the side of a girls' the sailing of the resin body of
has
deductible
any
business
lope
,
-resit
resulted
in
refunds..
Museum officials said Bridges
The District "DireclerorlEtertial
dependents, but no more.
command of Commodore Bosque' retool in Des Plaines. III. .4Thurs- troops_
penses However, you don't need
Here are a few more tips:
Revenue urges that taxpaeers de- pictured himself as taking up the
The advance detail came by
N Wev. USN. arrived at Ora' day. None of the 365 occupants
count
to
in
the
$600
money
any
Mail
return
your
to
the
-District
Don't be confused by"any of Vie
was injured.
•
siring the above service list and cudgel for better education in
train from the neutral zone early
Algeria last month.
received
social
in
security
bentDirector
Internal
of
Revenue"
for tax law changes President EisenThe rocket bored an eight-inch this morning There were no incitotal items relating to their in- Britain
fits, veterans' disability paymeots your district-not to Washington. hower has proposed to Congress.
hole in the three-story brick build- dents enroute or at inchon.
ellarie and their deductions. includIn a scene as bizarre as any and certain other pensions
have
a refund coming, marit such as rrovieg the tax filing late
If you
ing and shattered windows front
American soldiers armed with
ing allowable expenses, so that in the museum's hall of horrors,
Anyone who earned less than the envelope "refund."
Charles
Goodnight, who
was ground to roof. The 273-inch mis- machine runs mounted on Jeeps,
to April 1. and allowing working
Information hecessary in the pre- the man climbed
over a guard $600- young people whii had vaTax rates for 1953 income arc mothers to claim some deduction destined to become one of the sile came from an F-86D fighAL rifles and pistols guarded the Inpafation of a return be on hand rope, pulled out his hammer and cation
jobs for
instance-must the same as they were for 1952. for
baby-sitter expenses. These greatest ranch owners in the West, on the ground at O'Hare Freed, chon port area, but passersby paid
when availing themselves of this shattered the smiling face of file a return iii order to get back The
10 per cent cut which took legislative proposals have not even blazed the first cattle trail through Chicago International Airport, a scant attention to the disciolined
Service which is absolute!) free.
the income taxer' which the em- effect Jan. 1 applies to 19e4 in- , been acted. upon by Co4gress yet. New Mexico in 1886.
Churchill.
half mile from the academy
and unruffled Indian troops.

New Canyons Are
Found By Party
6-Crystal Cave.
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Hen's Cholesterol Diet Yields
Important Heart Disease Clue
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It's Fun! It's Easy to Enter! Take your "Vacarion Preview Drive"
in the greatest Dodge car in 40 great Dodge years

QUICK
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tion for two by discovering the wonderful things about the new '54 Dodge:
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AAA PROVED ECONOMY WINNER—Dodge

topped all 8's in
Economy Run.

the famous Mebilgas

AAA PROVED PERFORMANCE WINNER—Dodge
set noire records for acceleration than
any other American car in history.

AAA PROVED ENDURANCE WINNER—Dodge

set more marks for endurance and stamina than any .4rnerican car in history.
Look at these "Vacation Features"
NEW' Dodge Powerflie hay-automatic transmission
NEW! Stepped up 150 P. Red Ram V-8 Engine
NEW! Dodge full time rawer Steering
NEW Dodge Jacquard hatolatery taboos

The roomiest, readiest, most reliable ear
near the price. "See America First"
In the finest Dslge ever built.
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Your Friendly Dodge Dealer Can Help You Win! See Him Today!
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1953 Cadillac from New York CenA RAILROAD WRECKER lift.
tral tracks at Park avenue In the Bronx In New York. The luxury job was in an accident with another car, but luckily the occupants were able to leap clear before it made the 20-foot dive
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through fence (hole. right).
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BUILD THEM
WHEN BETTER AUTOMOBILES ARE BUILT BUICK WILL

find getaway more responsive, cruising
more pleasant, hill-climbing so nimble
you.feel you're on the level. Your engine
is normally working at just a fraction
of its capacity. You have a tremendous
power reservoir to call on in sudden
emergencies.
And beyond this; you have the lowest..
cost automotive horsepower in the
land. For in the popular-priced Buick
CENTURY, you are buying more horse3ut—what_d(
1.ou?
)eLa
.:.
.11 that horsepower get power Per dollar than you get in any
you?
ether car in America.
It gets you brilliant performance.It gets
in and try this glamorous new
you more economy. It gets you added Come
Buick beauty soon. It is, by all odds, the
safety.
of the year.
At the wheel of a Buick CENTURY, you power buy

has sports•ear smartness and sportscar snap.
It combines sports-car compactness
with Buick roominess — six-passenger
big.
And for sports-car performance, this
spectacular CENTURY rolls off the
assemhly liar with a 200-hp V8 engine
and a trial .ii.;.? pounds—highest powerto-weight ratio in Buick history.
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Mr.
Mr.

DUBLIN BUICK COMPANY
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the
Tbe Ann Hasseltme CUM ti in
elemorial Baptist Church met

Buford Houston
the home of Mrs.
Monday
3n South Sixth Street
o'clock.
evening at seven-thirty
president,
Mrs. Preston Boyd,
the new
introduced
and
presided
Darmembers present. Mrs. Solon
reading
nall gave the devotional
Matthew 25.44-45,
fletiM Psalms 1,
14:21, and
Psalms 41:1, Proverbs
prayPsalms 82:3 and closed with

FOR SALE

owner at 109 S. 12th.

(F22p) $269.95. 1 Seabee 12 horse excel- pared.
HOUSE AND LOT. TWO BED. lent, 1950 model, $123.00. Phone 547-J.
rooms, bath, kitchen, dining room Riley Furn. Co. or Walter Williams,
AND and living room.
me)
Utility Garage

441 FARMA.LL TRACTOR
Sill the equipment. Breaking plow,
disc and cultivator. Motor has
bees reconditioned. New paint
looks like new. Must sela. First
cones ... $1250.00. Call 373 or see

You must see

it to Oka Mrs.

iCushion

37-Weight of
India
23-Suffix:
adherent of
29-Wise man
46-N uaic:
as at-tibia
41-While
42-Winton
philosopher
44-Well-grounded
47-Member of
vigilance
C017011212,••
1 -Fruit drink
.,2-01 of Celebes
Lit-Spare
1,4-yitecoit
65 -River duck
66-Prepare for
print
67-Period of time
DOWN
1-Seed containers
2-Seed coating
3-Harm
4-Cleaning
utensils

ACROSS

Church service
' -Rodents
A nen-Saxon
__. money
-Part of stov•
Sandarac tree
,
()locum
Pierce
Narrow.
fiat, boards
I I olm oak
liroceed
-- Everyone
-Roman road
-- Veniale ruff
, . - - N•tiv• metal
.
siouan Indian
-l'olt of
o eight (abbr.)
at-Nahoor sheep
IS-Man'.
nickname
14- Preposition
14- krranga in
folds
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25-Man's name
25t,,it
30-Paddle
32-Noteworthy
33-Edible peed
36-symbol for
eilver
37-ti1iried rocks at
32-I.and
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Wien Carr is about to

leave

e Norfolk in the mid-west, for
ty in the Pacific. He has at'
5th his old friend. Dr. Craig
• skilled physician, to come to
from S'distant city for the
of taking over the Carr medlice Tallboy arrives sod is
greeted by Carr and his vette. Shelly, at dinner in their
Shelly if struck by the dark
• Talboy's dynamic force his
and sense of humor and ewehis generally cad opinion of
'cal profession as • whole
ly she wonders whether her
s patients will Sod this bluntnonconformist. acceptable as
tor. Carr leaves for Ms mission
Orient and Dr. Talboy promptly
• ('a re's long devoted office
as Cobb Ile explains the mately by st•ting that he did not
be hag-riddea by the woman
itt,pp Into the vacant clerical
ondering as she does so, what
the pompous Carr family may
I. to her move Silicosis. an ailment live lancet), to Improper duet confactory plants hap lone pingo...el
isrol
korai ftctrory workers. Dr. Talboy deter-Mises to uproot this evil at Its Aline.
Nye!! pvtrare that his course of action
May king about industrial Wife.

•

The slyeelea pew
Cuirear beige.

CHAPTER TWELVE
"WELL my goodness, child,"
May Anna told Shelly, "if you're
you can always come out
ben

ELTI

here

d stay."

k you-you are kind. But
-oh, • mot so much being alone
not having definite duties
as it

responsive, cruising
-climbing so nimble

to do at definite times. Going to
the ofbce gives me that.'
-Miss Cobb says she couldn't get
along with the new doctor," said
see eater-in-law, Ruth.
"Oh, have you talked to her?"

he level. Your engine
lig at just a fraction
I have a tremendous
3 call on in sudden

"Yee: after all, v..e wanted to
know why you, the wife of a Carr,
should . ."
0
For a brief minute the blue eyes
Sashed Illeveral tones lighter. "You
Could nave asked me; there was
an mystery about iL Dr. Talboy
4111910usly is not Stephen. Miss
0•11/1 thought he should be-andILO he lite't."
It didn't really make sense. The

have the lowesthorsepower in the

7ou

,opular•priced Buick
buying more horsethan you get in any

Cerra had every right to look
Funded. 'Tin you know Dr. Talboy?'" she asked her father-in-law.
"Of course we know him! Stevie
brought Ilhe man to my of/Ice when
be Brat Same to Norfolk," he said
quietly. *He has been very conscientious about plant inspection
and personnel examinations. I asked bins out ha-re one night for dinner. He played the piano. He does
It very Well. Have you heard
him
"No," said Shelly. "You evident•
ly know him much better than I
do."
"Yes. He does play well. Jan
mostly. He anal I did a duet."
Everett. chuckled. "He said I ail

this glamorous new

, It is, by sill odds, the

ear.

$

as good e Truisan Stubborn
man." Everitt added coldly. His
•-o

es.O teetleiMe. quite suddenly, a
ss
"sosesi

, t19c)

NOTICE

THE MURDOCK

call 1051-W

lades

I

ACCEPTANCE

NM*

INCOME TAX
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wish you'd do me a favor."
Shelly was so surprised at the

tfl9j0

•oe

getting

THERE

FOR RENT

I

Spike Jones ,
Popular On
Television
t?-One of the
most popular television
programs has turned out riot to
star a comedian or glamour girl,
but an organized madhouse of
midgets popping out of cellos and
pigs sliding into the screen.
Spike Jones has been installed
on NBC television with his musical
mayhem
that
previously
alarmed

vaudeville,

radio

audiences, with

and

huzzahs

SMALL TWO ROOM FURNISHED from many TV
fans except Spike.
apartment, 2 blocks from square.
"I love it, but it's the toughest
Day phone 909, night phone 49-W.
thing I've ever done,"_ he sighed
(f.2213) over

lunch.
"But I decided if I'm going to

HOUSE FOR RENT. SIX ROOMS
and garage on North 18 h Stieet.
See Freeman Johnson or call
1376-M-2.
1f22c)

EIGHT FT. SERVEL REFRICiERAtors for rent at $5.00 per month
period. We will furnish tanks it
you do not abeady use gas. Airlease Giu; Company, 504 Main. (I20c

electric stove. At Five Point. Write
or call Noah Williams, 421 Maple
Ave., phone 266-J. Mayfield. KY.
(f20p)

i

FOR SALE

I

Found

AC RO 54

Din

30-ClimbIng plant
el-Wooden vessels
23-Measure of
weight •
24-Toward the
Motored side
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"Then the eyes of the blind shall be opened".
Isaiah 35:5
In small French town of Le
toup-Vray . . . A harnessmaker's son at play . . . Had
this sad accident befall . .
Was •blinded by his father'
awl .. :But this hid purpose.;
- 11144144-10.111a0ti/~10145Pk—btit
,ome plan for the blind ... By touch to read and
so he prayed . . . That God would lend His help
and aid . . . He had faith that could not fail .
And Blind owe much to Louis Braille. ....

31-Affirmative
23-Make lace
- 44-Daryink island
36-Rage
r-Large tubs
39-,-You and 1
-ocolot
41-Nuisance
42-Above
44-Cover with
was
45-Ventilates
44-Let H stood
43-..EzIst
59-Rodent,
71 -Mature

lt
,
r/i20

:y, 44,

LOUIS BRAILLE

toward
IligeLarae truck
2,-Was III
25-Girl's nickname

)7i
7 AV/:/-,

7,

fg elpplprrl

3-Period of time
4-Note of seal.
6-Turf
6-Direction
7-Superlativ•
ending
3-Indefinite
article
9-Tibetan gazelle
10-Gun
1 I-•Wolfhound
14-Stockings
17-Wife of •
Geraint
20-Destruction
22-Cuidit'

_

MO
tt'"

Economy

E

1-Imitated
2-Class

.

Reverence — Sincerity — Dignity,

e
r
„,Aw...
I 81 ID
ORO0 B9011 Ma

J-ULIEN.6-,. RYER

The J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
Ronald W. Churchill,

Phone 7

3rd and Maple Sta.

NANCY

"Yes. Of course."
"Why 'oe couree'?"
"1 don't know anything about
such matters. Dr. Talboy. But
Stephen usually did the things lite
was supposed to do."
"Why? Because be was supposed
to, or because be thought, for Matself, that to do them was right?
"I deal know,' Shelly **sated
"But he does lave a mind tie WI
own. You know he does:"
"I liked Carr an•-unta 1 came
here to work."
"Did you know that Stephen had
studied medicine against his Nosily's wish?"
"Well, good for him! We'll mark
that up os Ms chart! I always
supposed the family, like most industrialists, had decided they could
afford •professional man."

Murray, Ky.

By Eraie

PLEASE REFER TO
ME AS THE

L

SAY—THERE'S A
TINY MOTH HOLE
IN YOUR
MASK
T H AT'S
NO
MOTH

MASKED RIDER
O.K.

JE

Bushmiller

MASKED
MISER

mop
46tw...„fm.0
,•
-1;i il , , easNfrve,-60-

HOLE

,44
•

°The Cares think there Is noth-

_r

suggestion that site could only ing better than
being • successgul
stare.
Industrialist."
"Use any influence you have, my
He tipped back in his chair, and
dear, to get the man into line with studied the ceiling while he comp
the hospital! Three mouths is mitered that. -Do they still hope
three month., and the time has Stevie will give up medicine?"
come for him to show his hand. To
"Don't call him that! But, yes—
do, or to don't/ And I wish you'd they'd be pleased."
see to it that it's do."
"Hmnunnnnm." mused Dg. Totl"Papa," murmured May Anna.
bey, his eyes closed.
'The next day Shelly put the
-Why haven't you joined the
question directly to Craig Talboy, Medical association here?"
and he answered her, after his own
"Matter of principle." His tone
fashion.
was incilfferent.
"What," she said directly, "is the
She said nothing.
matter between you and the hos"You admire principles?" One
ital ?"
eye looked at her.
"Did your father-in-law tell you
"ometimes."
to ask me teat?" he countered
He sat up and faced her. "Shelquickly, softly.
ly," he said earnestly, "I think
Shelly sighed. "He Indicated you're mighty pretty, but-well, do
there was some sort of trouble- you know anything-anything at
He didn't say what it was."
all about the A.M.A.?"
"Tell you to bat your pretty eye"If you mean tha Americas
lashes? No! No, I withdraw that! Medical association . . ."
He didn't, and you wouldn't. But
"I do."
maybe he suggested that, as
"Well, then-! reoognise its pre,Stephens - Stevie's-wife, you tige; I know its • big orgaatt&could pass along a few orders?"
tion."
"If you knew how unhappy they
"Of what kind of men"
are about my working Isere, you'd
"Why, doctors."
not suggest that I was their
"What kind of doctore?"
stooge."
"U you're inakiag fun tie
He smiled. "So the kitten has me ..."
claws," he ahnounced.
-I'm not, Shelly. I'm taking a
Shelly said nothing. She had sample of your Information, just
brought the record book and some sa the city goes around with bottles
mail to Di. Talboy's desk tor his and takes samples of water. The
attention. He was supposed to ten A.M.A. is a whopping-big organiher of any outside calla he tad sation, and it spends millions in
made, of any appointments; ne advertising, publicity, propaganda
would indicate how to answer the -and all the average layman can
mail.
ever tell me about it is that it's
"The only point of disagreement big, and has prestige. Now, Shelly,
I've had with the hospital board." I'm not criticiani you. I'M blamsaid Dr. Talboy gently, "is my fail- ing the A.M.A. Vhey should ten
ure to join the local chapter c "
. the you people what the thing is, how
Medical association."
it started. how It operates."
"Oh," said Sheby.
"Well, whet's wrong wile
"I suppose Stevie belonged. In
(To BdiOnstiinted '

Owner

"The House of Service Since 1886"

conjunction
I 65-Conjunction

ABNBR
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By Al Cape

IN ONE 101)NUTE.THE
YOU LOOK
TRAGEDY-WILL HAPPEN!'
LOVELY
T144 RekPEPS WILL,NATURALLN,
iN
Wi4H TO INTERVIEW ME,ON
BLACK!!
T}-tE DEATH OF MY EX-FIANCE.

AH.ff- REPORTCRS
REMOVE THE COCKTAIL,
FLIPPINGLID,AND BRING
ME AN ONION!! — I
MUST WEEP?!

AH D-DONL IT!!— OH -SoferIT WERE A HORRIBLE S
"SO GIMME TH'S10,000:r

II

I _itess

ARB1E an' SLATS
OGBOAAH...WHY CAN'T
WE BE FRIENDS? I
GUESS ANYONE CAN
TELL I'M VERY INTERESTED N YOU—
DON'T YOU FEEL
ANYTHING
'TOWARDS
ME'!

OUTSIDE OF
A COMPLETE
LACK OF'"
IN/ERE9111
JASON...
NOTHING.
11A SORRY.'

YOU DON'T EVEN KNOW WHAT IM
REALLY LIKE,DEBORAH.' I'LL TAKE
GOOD CARE OF YOU... WORK
6IKE A SLAVE JUST
MAkr1:16L7- SMILE;
et-7
,4
tt,

AND SUPPOSE I SAY I DON'T
WANT To GET TO KNOW You
BETTER, JASON,
WHAT THEN
*C%1
;
1;
NN.
(

'"N•

4 v .11,2•.306

•-•
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George Nader offers himself as a.captive to Amanda
Blake, who has the title role in "Miss Robin Crusoe" new
Twentieth Century-Fox release in Pathecolor at the Var.
airmiL
d ta
y Theatre Saturday. Rosalind Hayes also stars in the

RIM AIRS
a.10
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AR 00112 =I0 OM
0000P 00M 000
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DOWN
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Farkas 14.Ip' Wanted

fact, I know he did:

complicated on our personal appearance tours, but we 'simplified
it for TV and slowed it down,"
Spike said.
Spike, who offstage appears to
be a gloomy guy, is trying 13
programs "to see how they go."
"And then, he rasped, "I'm going to a sanitarium with nice
white walls."'

I
MIN "

el prl frgtft

restaurant. Call 9140

an egg over somebody's head.
"That gag used to be even more

35-Brood of
pheasants
36-Uncooked
37-Changes
direction
31-Strike le011041.)
49-Pasteboard
41-River In Italy
43-Printer•
measure
44-Roman
philosopher
45-While
47-Girl's name
49-Lock of hair
61-River Island
42-Withered
64-Skill
53-Monster
16-Allowance
for wast•
67-Golf mound
63-Remainder

1-Genus of
maples
6-Command to
horse
4-Site of Ta/
Mahal
12-Peel
13-t:thloplan tale
14-Christmas
carol
I5-Greek letter
16-Swiftness
HI-Hummingbird
19-Prefix: down
20-M1salaced
2I-43reek letter
23-Concerning
24-Sheen
26-Necessary

1

WANTED: WAITRESS IN LOCAL
, I)
)

bubbles."
For one program Spike and his
crew of technicians tried a routine
where a man pulled out a submachine gun and hit the next
musician on the head with a haatmen The next fellow squirted
seltzer water, somebody banged
"A. J. Arthur Rank-type gong" and
a midget in a frying pan cracked

CROSSWORD PUZZLE ...we. to Yesterday's Punta

-3 KEYS AND PIN ionTE
RETURNS Pa- on west side of
square. Return to
Ledger and Tunes.

:sLNten4=

"We have to dream up fanciar
gadgets," he explained. "We've
already worked out a bagpipe' that
explodes and a tuba that blows

HOLLYWOOD

movie

his violin. I couldn't be

deadier."
Or take another problem on hew
to be zanier on TV than everybody else

season's

Corporation will sell,,ti, the highest
es TRADE]
bidder February 23, 2 p.m at LaiR
Motor Company. one
19* Ply- ONE REGISTERED BLACK
AND
month 4 dour. motor No
tan female coon hound. one male
tilbilbe044Acce94.place,
.reserves'to right to bid. pup
ferns
f22c
7Se miles north west Murray.
NOW TS. THE TIME TO SET
If19/3)
shade trees. I have et nice lot ot
sugar maples, good size. Will set
Lost Auld
out for $2.50 each. U i.itemisted

rt.rioP
:
li t1
1 lava:
43-Indian
mulberry
44-Operting
4't-Mental Image
46-Wet with
morning
moisture
47-Kiln
Mt-Suffix: like
49-Tibetan gazelle

mask, cold and determined. It was
this core of Ice which could crop
up unexpectedly that made Shelly
fear her father-in-law. Hui voice
dropped to a rumble. "Don't wonder the Cobb girl left! Don't let
him be rude to you, Shelly!"
She smiled. "He's rever shown
any inclination. In fact, his manners are downright courtly." She
quoted Stephen, No one ever gets
through • door behind Dr. Talboy."
Everett seemed to be reconsidering. His next remark was in •
milder voice. "Well, if you like the
work, and get along with the man
-1 don't see why you sbouldn't
play around with a job, until you
get tired of It," he conceded. "And
it you do get along with him. I

concerning my own

6 ROOM HOUSE AND GARDEN.
Nita photos 7114
Hot and cold water, wired for
Oho)

Phone 122

26-Hire
27-Land measure

e7
/
jet os i
.
•

CLINIC

IS NOW A SINGER
Sewing Machine representative for
new and used machines and repair service. See Leon rioll, 1411
Mc/
Kenteeky Poplar, phone 1074-11.

A GOOD STORE
consisting of first floor
for grocery and meat business, full
basement and nice living quarters
on second floor, consisting of 6
nice rooms, including bath room.
This is a good Piece of property
and cluing a nice grocery business,
gasoline business, also a food minnow business diaring the fishing
season. All of this property, stock
of groceries, meats, equipment tor
operating grocery and meat business can be purchased reasonable.
This fine business is located on
Highway 121 in New Concord, KY.
Please investigate this wonderful
opportunity at once. Resson for
selling, due to death of owner.
Raucous Real Estate A geac y
Peeples Bask Bidg.—Marray. By.

I

BLAKE • NADER• HAYES

Phone

rate.

Evensville, Indiana, am not reBy AUNE MOSBY
sponsible for no other debts, only United Prism Staff
Correspondent

FOR SALE:

6-Hall!
4-Pertaining to
old age
7-Part of
fishing line
3-Follower of
Marx
9-Man's name
10-House pet
11-Before
17-Symbol for
tellurium
19-Toward
72-Macaw
24-Symbol tor
tantalum

7
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Anderson,

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

•
r

13

0111/1011-

Claude

OSSWORD PUZZLE

BANCROFT
_'LEFT
FIELD

WOW

1948 Ford 1 ton1950 Ford 2 ton
1946 Ford ss ton
Yes, everyone of these must' go
by Saturday Come in today!
See them-Drive them
And You'll Buy Them
Main-Sy Motors toe.
605 W. Main

It Pliona 373, or see at Parker Kentucky, telephone 723-X. 019p)
MOW&
(f23c)
1 MARX 15 MERCURY OUT.
rilVSEI-EiN S. 12th LARGE board engine, 50 hours 02d, gui. qt41
neap if sold at t trice See anteed perfect--new 9335.00-now Mallar.

EY • ANNE

master*

DE. CURD'S FOOT

attached. Gas heat. New hot water
heater just installed. Full upstairs.

19411 CHEVROLET oi TON PICK- Concord Highway, phone 7b4-M.
up eissck. Dark green. deluxe cab,
(flap)
heater and spot light. This truck
has chtome grill and Kentucky A GOOD PIANO. SEE OR CALL
license

Reasoaable

IN
• TRUCKS •
morrgy at 102 Sense*
St., Slone
Completely Reammittioned
1675. each Wednesday. I a.m. to
Call 778-J.
1125p)
Mecbanically Veining
. 510 p.m
t(3p)
These Trucks Meat Ge This %Mt
BLONDI COCKER SPANIEL, I
1949 Chevrolet is toa
if220 weeks old, AKC registeied. Ivan
1950 GMC ea ton
I, JAMES E. HAMILTON OF
Graham, near Morgans Grocery,

at Porker Motors.

LAST TIMES
TONIGHT

_

Have You React Today's aauifieda

"And if that gun doesn't go off,"
he added, "it's like Hellas for-

er.
Following a .sort business sesover
sion the meetatewSI VUTTletl
chairman, Mrs.
to the recreational
ccnducted
Cate Wilkerson, who
Bible Quiz games.
beautifully decoThe house was
with a put
occasion
the
for
rated
hyacinths placed
of double pink
display
on the coffee table and a
of African violets. The doling
an
room table was centered with
arrangement of yellow and bronze
snapdragons in a low crystal bowl.
Houston,
The hostesses - Mrs.
Mrs. Preston Boyd, and Mrs. Claurefreshments In
de Miller-served
theme to
the George Washington
present.
the fifteen members
• • • •
oi
The Hirsch Pickle Company
sponsmusg a 4sH club pickle project in Grayson county.
• ___

y

PAGE FIVI-

have a nervous breakdown I
.
,_might
as well have it at hmg,
"On records and radio we just
have sound effects. ,But on televiLion !sou Just can't shoot off a
gun-you have to see a pig coming
down a slide.

•

•
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%ler"
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•
•
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NO RESPECTER
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TVSehedule CampusMusical Now
"On Stage"

REND Nev. IP— Cars found
parked in alleys here-.are towed
away by police
SUNDAY, FEBRf'ARV 21
Tuesday night 19 illegally park,sci
WSNI TY
vehicles were towed away-includCopyright 1954
ing one police car.
11:30 This js Toe Life
12:00 Youth Wants To-. Know
12:30 Frontiers of Faith
1:00 American Inv. ntory
1:30 American Folum
2:00 Focus
2.25 Senator Gore
2:30 Kukla. Fran. 011ie
3.00 Minnie Pearls' Panel
3:30 Zoo Parade
4:00 Hallmark Theatre
5:00 Liberace
5:30 The World This Wrek
6:00 Wine/tell-Mahoney Show
6.30 Mr. Peepers
7:00 Comedy Hour
8:00 TV Playhouse
9 00 Inner Sanctum
9:30 Movietime
-Little- Big Horn-

raga
Caikoo
tinsaa-1

Bill Robins from
AMIC7.

I

Vocalists Nancy Parsons from ,
Somerville. Tennesseee and Eyrl I
Byassee from Dyersburg. Tennessee, who both sang in the 1953
show, will again be featured this
year.

Betty's Back!
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Preparations for "Campus Lights
1954". annual ' Murra; State
College musical. were aim( it complete early this week, and only
last minute polishing jobs and rehearsal bits remain.
The show will be nroduced
Thursday. Friday. and Faturday.
February 18-20. at 8:15 pm In the
college auditorium. Over a hundred Murray students have been
involved in preparations for the
traditional event.
"Lights" director Tom Ferguson
a senior from Owensboro Kentucky. has not revealed the subject
of the show's skits, nor other details of the musical. "Were holding all surprises for the opening
night this year." he said.

or

WsILX-TV
Copy right 1954
SUNDAY. FEBRUARY 21
1.30 The Bq Picture
200 Facts Forum
2:30 Omnibus. CBS
400 Super Circus
500 Know Your Bible
5 3C You Are There
600 Life with Father
630 Private Secretary
Delectable Betty Grable re- 7 00 Ed Sullivan. Toast of Town
100 G.E. Theater
turns to the scheen after a '
year's absence as the star, 830 Man Behind the Badge
910 The Web
qf "The Farmer Takes A
9 3A Motor la TV Theater
Wife," Twentieth Century-P
Dr. I.Q. technicolor
Fox's new
The Pastor's Study
cal at the Varsity Theatre 11:15 Sign Off ,
Sunday and Monday

Anna, Illinois,.

Several innovation are present
in the show One of the more
prominent of these is the addition
of the "Murray Men", a four-voice
singing group. Their .style is much
different from the ordinary male
quartet, the director said
The "Murray Men" an' Festus
Robertson from Owensboro, Kentucky, high voice: Joe Hambrick
from Dyersburg. Tennessee, second voice: Phil Forrest from Little
Rock. Arkansas, third voice: and

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 19, 1954

Deadline On
Report Is
Extended

.he dancing team of Andath
Boyd and Frank Brunotts, who
were a highlight of the show last
year in "Slaughter on Tenth Avenue". will appear in this year's version of "Lights".
•
Of the show's 13 musical numbers, five are original compositions by Murray students and the
rest are student arrangements.

ports on practices carried out in
COMPETITION
_Won Wednesday,
the 1953 program. Whla-h— cres
on
didn't have this Much comCENTRAL FRONT. Korea *—
"I
December 31.
Harold Stassen. U.S. foreign 'oper- petition when I ran for the presOn materials supplied through
ations eijministrator. and Maoism idential nomination," commented
the AC.P—such as lime, phosphate.
Monroe
visited the same U.S. Stassen.
and cover crop seeds—a report is
required whether a payment is
due the farmer or not.
The original closing date for
reports on 1953 practices in the
program was February 15 but a
two-week_ extension
has
been
granted because of the heavy
workload- at this time or, acreage
allotments and other programs.

HONOR EVEREST CONQUERORS

The time for accepting Kentucky
farmer's performance reports on
conservation practises carried out
in the 1953 Agrieultinal Conservation Program has been extended
to March 1, 1954. the Agricultural
Approximately 140.000 KentucStabilization and Conservation ky farmers
participated in the
state cornmittee announced here program last year. A
record total
today.
of 179,356 enrolled but it is estiReceipts for materials used are mated that about 20 percent did
Three all-student groups were
chosen last fall to participate in required as a part of farmers' re- not adopt approved practices.
the show. They are ni 42-voice
chorus. a 31-piece orchestra and
a 15-girl dancing chorus.

Complex Apparatus Serves as
Heart and Lungs in Operation

vocal
During rehearsals, the
chorus has sbeen under the direction of Bill Robins, the assistant
director. while Ferguson has directed the orchestra Miss Boyd

PRESIDENT EISENHOWER presents the National Geographic-society's
Hubbard medal to leaders of the British expedition which conquered Mount Everest, earth's highest mountain. From left,
alter President, are Brig. Sir John Hunt, expedition leader, and
Sir Edmund Hillary, who made the final as,ent with a Sherpa
guide. Presentation was made us the White House linterisationul)
-

heads the dancing chorus.
Tickets will still be available
on opening night,
the director
said, and may be bough! at the
door. The traditional sticw annually draws more than 3000: and
is often called Murray's "second
homecoming",

$1.00
SUNDAY SPECIALS

"Campus Lights" is sponsored
by Phi Mu Alpha and Surma Alpha Iota. MUSIC fraternit•es at the
college, and has been produced
annually since 1938.

February 21st

FACE TANKER DEAL INDICTMENT

FARMER'S CAFE

LAMB BROTHERS

WMC-TV
SUNDAY. FEBRUARY 21
lk.020 Previewe and New,
10:25 Senator Gore
H. C. LAMB
* 10:30 Excursion --'
Phone 39-M
102 Poplar
-00 Mr. Wizard
11 36 Industry on Parade
11.45 Captain Hartz
1200 Zoo 'Parade
12:30 Frontiers of Faith
1.00 Capitol ,Nrays
1 30 Arrelican Forum of the Air
200 Your 'Future Unlimited
SPEAKING OF DANGEROUS
2-25 News CI-11'1444LS-• LIQUOQ ASO
2.- 31, -Etrkla, Fran and 011ie
aA-COL'NE,WHEN C OMBI N
3.00 Memphis Makes Music
E;iS '114. MOST I:EADLY
3:30 Ethel and. Albert
CAN cl4INK
OF
00 Roy Rogers
4 30 Range Rider
5 00 Meet The Press
530 Stu Erwin
600_ Paul Winchell
—540-344--Peopers—.00 Comedy Hour
800 TV Pliyho,Ise
9 00 Racket Squad
930 Who Said That
10 00 News
10710 Weather
,
i0:15 News Weekly
Thinking of having
your
10730 Stery Theatre
child's portrait made? Come 11.00 Colc;eel, Flack
on down to LOVE'S STU- 11.30 Sign Ot•
DIO, now. Children aren't
little very long.
But you
their preccan remember
ious growing-up years forever
with
professionally
made portraits.
Inside and Outside
Decorating

lEIMEEMEL

4

INDICTMENTS CHARGING conspiracy to defraud the U. S In purchase of surplus tankers faces the three shown •boe. Casey is
a former Democratic representative from Massachusetts. Dudley
and Rosenbaum are Washington attorneys Six others named in
the indictment are multi-millionaire shipping magnate Aristoteles
°teams; Nicholas Cokkirus, Charles Augnetha.ler and Harold
O Becker of New York; Robert 1- Berensoil, 'aria; George Cole'
kinis, reported living abroad. The indictment, returned in Washington, charges that fails statements were used In purchase of
ship. which allegedly WORM! up in attest Sands. (intern(Itional)

a.

Setting of an historic operarion
at Philadelphia's Jefferson Medical College Hospital, utilizing for
the first time a heart-lung apparatus (left and foreground) to
detour blood around the patient's
heart as well as to oxygenate the
blood, is shown In the above
photograph. The operation was
• Instrumental In restoring Cecelia Bavolek. 18-year-old college
freshman, to normal health.
Both the "heart" and the'
"lung" sec.iions of the complex
apparatus. des eloped by or. John
H. Gibbon, Jr , were used ill the
operation. which was performed
to correct a malformation diagnosed earlier as a hole In the
wall between the two tipper
--chambers (auricles) of the patient's heart.
For 26 minutes the machine
breathed for- ILlas Bavolek and
pumped her blood. In that time,
her heart was opened and the

aperture—as big as a half dollar
—between the auricles was in
full view. Although her heart
kept beating the surgeon found
the closing of the opening a relatively easy task, since he was
working in a "dry field."
"The machine is not a cureall for all heart conditions." explains Dr. Gibbon. "It will prob.
ably be used chiefly on patients
born with a deformed heart. It
can't help coronary artery disease or hear,* crippled by dia.
eases of old age."
Many years of development
arid testing preceded actual us*.
of the heart.lung machine on an
operation.
Your 1954 Heart Fund contribution helps to support vital
research into diseases of the
heart and blood vessels. Contributions should be sent to your
Heart Association or simply to
"HEART," care of Post Office.

U1J1 1J

503 POVIR STREET
TELEPHONE

92 i
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MURRAY -. -KENTUCKY

SHIRLEY FLORIST
500 N. 4th St.
Phone 188

aE

Voi-Retame TRUCKS

•
Smuts() witn seeming unconcern. Harold Weinberg Is booked in
New York iii tin murder of author Maxwell Bodenheim and his
(international/
wife. Weinberg. 2-S, is flanked by detectives.

2ee 40‘v
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HERE'S HOW

1

MAKE A TELEPHONE WALL DESK

/DEAL FOR
VIE MAN
ATIIIEWHEEL
P a.

I

NEW V-8's AND FAMOUS 6's
NEW! SHARPEST TURNING I
PRICED WITH THE LOWEST

A telephone desk provides •
, place for the books and pencils
and pads as well as the phone
itself.
Two 12 x 36-inch pieces of
; -1-inch lumber form the top_
and bottom. Or, the top and
bottom may be. made of 1 x 4's,
, eve-glued. The sides and the
I drawer slots are made of 1 x 4
lumber, each piece 12 inches
long. A drawer may be mark
or the space may be left open
as a pigeon hole. Either way
keeps pads and pencils from
wandering.
First make the cut-outs in
the bottom boards. The centers
of the half-circles should be 7
Inches from the front corners.
The ends and separator
pieces are fastened from the

Hardware brackets fasten
the desk to the will, On a
plaster wall, the brackets
should be placed so as to screw
to a stud beneath the plaster.

SEE US TODAY

Po
5 MINUTES BEHIND THE WHEEL WILL PROVE
DODGE A BETTER DEAL! See or phone us today

FR
SA

Taylor Motor Company
301 South 4th St.

•

Phone 1000

Special seedings for early spring pasture should be made on many Kentucky farms this
spring to help make up for the damage done to permanent pastures in 1953. Livestock should
be kept off of damaged permanent pasture until it has recovered or been re-established.
Special seedings should therefore be mode for spring grazing if weather is favorable.
Spring oats sown at about 3 bushels an acre will usually make more early grazing than any
other spring-sown crop. Rape sown with the oats would extend the grazing season, especially for sheep and hogs. Spring seedings should be used in place of permanent pastures as
larva os grazing is satisfactory.
RE-ESTABLISHING PERMANENT PASTURE
Dead or Severely damaged permanent postures may be
disked or plowed and sown with oats for early grazing
as an intermediate step in their restoration as permanent
posture. In most coses, these fieids should be sown back
into permanent pasture this spring. With the exception of
Kentucky bluegrass, most of these sods are actually in as
bad condition as they appear to be. Kentucky bluegrass,
even though it appears to be in bad condition, may gradually recover—especially if top-dressed with fertilizer.
Red clover, Korean lespedeza, alfalfa, and white clover
ore suitable for sowing in these bluegrass sods. Sods that
are to be seeded to gross this spring should be disked or
plowed early enough for the soil to become firm before
seeding. Fertilizer should be applied ahead of seeding
and worked into the soil.
For more information on early spring forage and the reestablishment of permanent posture during drouth", see
your County Agent. The University of Kentucky College
of Agriculture has supplied him with special information
on practices to be followed during drouth periods.

KENTUCKY
GREEN
PASTURES
COMMITTEE

bottom with 1 Ls-inah wood
screws. In fastening the top
board Use screws on the ends,
and 2-inch finishing nails to
hold the pieces forming the
pigpen hole. The heads of the
nails are sunk and hidden with
wood filler.
A ,,inch back board, 7 x 36
inches, projects 1 inch above
the top, providing a rail. The
two side rails, 1 x 1 inch, 12
Inches long, are fastened with
finishing nails. Their fra.ya
corners may be rounded v.Ph
a rasp or beveled with a saw.

For your pasture needs Seed, and Fertilizer, Ammonium Nitrate, Phosphate
We will be glad to talk over your pasture problems with you at any time.
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Your Choice of Drink

1.MN Wit\M IMAGE
-tMc%Ma GRA% i
MIR VikO\ICA‘l MICIWAS

CD0ID

1
IF NEW! MOST VISIBILITY
I NEW! ROOMIEST CABS
I NEW! LOWER LOADING

Cherry Cobbler

^08r

BOOKED IN BODENHEIM MURDERS

DRIVE THE NEW

Pc

Cranberry Sauce
Baby Lima Beans
Snow Flake Potatoes

—

HYACINTHS
75 Cents
Per Bloom

1.9 !I?.

CLUB STEAKS
or
ROAST YOUNG TOM TURKEYS
with dressing

Top

I ..14.4/1

V/Ew

Callimay County Soil Improvement Association
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MB— 42-

-1
Mdknol 1•1••• Mmairmora Asml••••
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East Main Street

Telephone 207
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